ABSTRACT The last two decades have witnessed significant advances in the field of indoor positioning systems, which have led to technologies with high location precision. However, there still lacks robust meter-level indoor positioning approaches which only rely on in-building communication infrastructures and smartphones. We present STARLIT, a system that enables a single LED beacon to localize smartphones to within sub-meter. As the smartphone camera contains millions of pixels, we create a virtual sensor array with the camera to measure the received signal strength (RSS) of the LED beacon. Different from the existing camera-based approaches, which need to capture images of the LED within a short light-to-camera distance, we utilize the reflection light from the floor. By exploiting the rolling shutter mechanism in the smartphone cameras, we propose a solution to separate the signal layer from the image background and noise. Given the measured RSSs, we establish an equation set with the Lambertian model and the camera projection model to solve the location of the smartphone. We have implemented STARLIT and evaluated its performance in an office room. Our experiments demonstrate that the STARLIT can achieve a median error of 23cm and an 80-percentile error of 55cm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Indoor positioning techniques which rely on in-building communication infrastructures and smartphones have attracted much attention from both academia and industry. Such techniques can enable a range of location based service (LBS) applications, including human navigation, healthcare monitoring, augmented reality, targeted advertisement, etc. After more than a decade of intensive work in this area, some solutions can deliver decimeter-level accuracy under controlled experimental settings [1] , [2] . However, there still lacks an indoor positioning solution that simultaneously satisfies desired properties of high accuracy, high reliability and low cost [3] .
Prior research has explored positioning techniques using WiFi access points (APs), which are the most common in-building communication infrastructures. A large body of indoor positioning systems adopt received signal strength indicator (RSSI), which is the mainstream wireless signal measurement supported by smartphones and APs. RSSI can
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achieve meter-level positioning accuracy in simple environments, but it suffers from dramatic performance degradation in complex situations due to multipath fading and temporal dynamics [4] .
Positioning systems based on light emitting diodes (LEDs) have emerged in recent years, which hold potential to overcome the instability owing to the almost multipath-free propagation of light. LED has many important features which make it suitable for communication infrastructures, including high bandwidth, ''green'' technology, long lifetime, and costefficient [5] . However, both the light sensor and the camera on the smartphone are not designed for receiving high frequency optical signals. The light sensors are often constrained either by the hardware interface or the OS-level support to a few Hz to up to 100 Hz [6] , and the cameras only support up to 240 fps, which make these sensors unsuitable for decoding information emitted from LED beacons.
In this paper, we propose STARLIT, a novel visible light positioning (VLP) system which employs the complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) cameras built-in smartphones to receive the light signals reflected from the floor. A beacon's identity is encoded in the modulation frequency and optically broadcast by the LED. The conceptual overview of STARLIT is illustrated in Fig. 1 . A CMOS sensor is composed of an array of pixels and each sensor pixel contains its own light sensor. Different sensor pixels receive the light rays reflected from different spots on the floor. The received signal strengths (RSSs) of the sensor pixels will follow a certain pattern according to the geometric relationships of the LED, the floor and the smartphone. STARLIT employs an RSS-based light propagation model to resolve the 3D location of the smartphone.
To overcome the camera's low sampling rate, we utilize the rolling shutter mechanism existing in CMOS cameras to receive the optical signal. In a CMOS sensor, each sensor array of pixels is triggered row-sequentially, which allows a smartphone to capture several thousand samples within one image frame [7] . However, the captured optical signals are mixed with the image background and image noise. To separate the signal layer from the image, we sequentially capture a short exposure image and a long exposure image. If the two images are captured with the same exposure value (EV), the signal layer of the short one can be extracted by being divided by the long one [8] . Afterwards, we use a simple linear regression algorithm to filter the image noise.
Actually, the signal layer is not the original optical signal, and it is the result deformed by the camera shutter and image noise. To infer the RSSs from the signal layer, STARLIT's solution builds on two observations. First, image noise is random variation of brightness or color information in images. We can perform analysis on the summation of the intensities along each pixel row, which significantly reduces the noise. Second, for most cameras of smartphones, the shutter function can be considered as a window function, and the window length is the exposure duration [9] . If the exposure duration of the short exposure image is set equal to the pulse duration of the optical signal, the amplitude of a crest in the signal layer can represent the RSS of this pixel row. By detecting the indexes of the wave crests in the signal layer, we get a series of RSS measurements.
STARLIT employs a round-shaped LED spotlight as the beacon, whose light propagation model commonly assume Lambertian radiation pattern [10] . The propagation path of a light ray received by a sensor pixel includes two parts, LED-to-floor and floor-to-camera. When a ray impinges on the floor, the point where it reaches the floor is converted into a new optical source. Unfortunately, most floors are not ideal Lambertian surfaces. However, the differences of the floor-to-camera links corresponding to the pixels will be simultaneously eliminate when the signal layer of the short exposure image is extracted. In other words, the RSSs are measurements at the reflective spots, not the camera. Known the location and rotational information of the phone, we can backward project each pixel to the 2D floor coordinates. We form a system of equations with the RSSs and the coordinates of the beacon and reflective spots. Then we solve the equations with an optimization algorithm.
We have conducted a full-fledged implementation of STARLIT. We employ an Arduino UNO board connected to a commercial LED spotlight as the beacon to broadcast its identity. We have built an App on iPhone that runs the positioning algorithms. To verify STARLIT's positioning accuracy, reliability and usefulness, we deploy our prototype system in an office room. STARLIT shows the precision of a median error around 23cm and an 80-percentile error around 55cm. STARLIT is robust to typical usage dynamics, such as the ambient light, user movement and partial occlusion. Our implementation incurs a response latency of 0.87 s, ready for real-time positioning requests.
To summarize, our contributions in STARLIT include:
• We design a set of signal sampling and noise reduction mechanisms that allows a smartphone camera to create a virtual sensor array to measure the RSS of the optical signal.
• Based on the camera projection model and Lambertian model, we derive the optical channel model for the sensor pixels, which enables STARLIT to resolve the 3D location of the smartphone.
• We implement STARLIT which can locate the smartphones under a single beaconing LED spotlight. We demonstrate the efficacy of STARLIT in real environments.
II. RELATED WORK A. WiFi BASED POSITIONING
WiFi based positioning techniques are most extensively studied, including propagation modeling [11] , fingerprinting [12] , [13] , time of flight (ToF) [1] , [14] and angle of arrival (AoA) [15] , [16] . [11] proposes a localization algorithm with no pre-deployment effort and yields a median localization error of 2m. RSS fingerprinting needs an initial training phase during which RSS measurements from multiple WiFi access points are recorded at known locations [13] , or the training can be done by crowdsourcing [12] .
Although propagation modeling and fingerprinting based systems can be deployed on the existing infrastructures, the positioning results are less reliable in complex environments. Dense multipath in complex environments further exaggerates the RSS temporal fluctuation [17] . Some stateof-the-art positioning systems leverage the channel state information (CSI) [4] to measure the ToF or AoA, and are able to achieve decimeter-level accuracy [15] , [10] . However, CSI is still not revealed by the commercial WiFi-compatible network interface cards (NICs). There does not seem to exist a WiFi based solution with desired accuracy, reliability and deployment cost.
B. VISIBLE LIGHT POSITIONING
Photodiodes are arguably the most common light sensors used for visible light communications [18] . Although smartphones lack such equipments built-in, some VLP approaches use custom light sensors that can be plugged into smartphones to receive high frequency optical signals [19] , [20] . IDyLL [6] and NaviLight [21] use inertial light sensor to measure a vector of multiple light intensity values obtained during user's walks. However, the use of ambient illumination makes them sensitive to usage diversity and environmental interference such as, attitude of the phone, shadowing from the user's body, sunlight and luminaire replacement. Camera-based designs constitute the second broad class of VLP designs. Luxapose [22] and LiTell [23] employ the rolling shutter effect to identify the luminaire, and perform a photogrammetry algorithm to resolve the location of the smartphone. Lookup [24] uses a camera with fisheye lens, and auxiliary sensors (accelerometer and magnetometer) to identify beacons. RainbowLight [25] finds that light through a chip of polarizer and birefringence material produces specific interference and light spectrum at different directions to the chip. They derive the smartphone's location by calculating directions to multiple chips. However, existing camera-based designs need to capture the luminaire, and detect the presence of the luminaire in the images. The luminaire in the image need to have enough resolution for decoding, which limits the light-to-camera distance. STARLIT captures the reflection from the floor, and the optical signal can fill the whole image without limitation to the light-to-camera distance.
C. SENSOR BASED POSITIONING
Except WiFi and light sensor, many types of sensors inside smartphones can be utilized for indoor positioning, such as Bluetooth, microphone, magnetometer and motion sensor. The drawbacks of the Bluetooth based approaches are the large delay of Bluetooth protocol and beacon maintenance [26] . CAT [27] proposes a new distributed Frequency Modulated Continuous Waveform (FMCW) based distance estimation that can accurately estimate the absolute distance between each speaker and a smartphone. Because geomagnetic field positioning techniques alone may have difficulties [28] , it is necessary to integrate with other positioning methods, like WiFi [29] or LEDs [30] . UnLoc [31] hypothesizes that certain locations in an indoor environment present identifiable signatures which can recalibrate the locations of smartphones. However, VLP approaches can achieve better accuracy and are more reliable compared to the sensor based approaches.
III. RECEIVED SIGNAL STRENGTH ANALYSIS OF REFLECTIONS
Our goal is to estimate the location of a smartphone assuming that we know the location of the LED beacon, the optical channel model and the RSS measurements read from multiple sensors. STARLIT creates a virtual sensor array, in which a sensor is a combination of reflective spots projecting to a row of sensor pixels. However, using a smartphone camera to measure the RSSs is still challenging because the captured optical signals are mixed with the environment background and substantial noise introduced by camera hardware. In this section, we introduce how to extract the signal layer and infer the RSSs from the signal layer.
A. IMAGE FORMATION MODEL
STARLIT consists of a spatiotemporally modulated LED and a CMOS camera. When the camera captures an image of the floor, conceptually, the captured image can be thought of as having two layers: a signal layer and a texture layer. The signal layer is the recorded incident light (including the reflection light from the LED and other light sources) which is convolved by the shutter function. The texture layer is the image background which is related to the inherent characteristics of the reflector.
The radiance incident on sensor pixel (x, y) at time t can be factorized into spatial and temporal components: l(x, y) and e(t), respectively. e(t) is the illuminance incident on the floor. l(x, y) is determined by the radiation pattern of the reflective spot and the channel gain of the floor-to-camera link. The measured brightness value i(x, y) is [32] i(x, y) = k l(x, y)
where k is the sensor gain, f (t) is the shutter function, t y is the temporal shift for a pixel in row y, and n(x, y) is the image noise. k × l(x, y) is the texture layer, and g(y) = (f * e)(t y ) is the signal layer.
In the following, we assume that the floor completely occupies the camera's field of view (FoV) so that every sensor pixel receives light only from the floor. For computational efficiency, we perform analysis on horizontal sum images. Equation (1) can be written as
where
, and n(y) = x n(x, y). As the image noise is random, signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is also improved by summation.
B. SEPARATING SIGNAL LAYER BY CAPTURING TWO DIFFERENT EXPOSURES
To separate the signal layer from the texture layer, we sequentially capture two images with different exposure durations but the same EV. The LED output power is modulated with the on-off keying (OOK) to broadcast its identity repeatedly. The shutter function is a window function, whose length is the exposure duration. The short exposure image is captured with a high ISO. 1 and an exposure duration equals to the pulse duration of the optical signal. The shutter function convolves the optical signal into a triangular waveform, which has the same frequency as the optical signal [8] . The long exposure image is captured with a low ISO and an exposure duration significantly longer than the period of the optical signal, and its signal layer is approximately constant. Thus, The two images are captured with different ISOs, and thus have different sensor gains. The long exposure image samples the optical signal at a different time instant than the short one and thus captures a different temporal signal e (t), as illustrated in Fig. 2a . n long (y) is negligible after summation, because the long exposure image is captured with a very low ISO and introduces little image noise. Images captured with the same EV will present the same scene luminance [33] , thus, k short = k long K (shown in Fig. 2b ). The signal layer of the short exposure image is
where n g (y) = n short (y)/i long (y). We assume that the relative positions between the floor and the camera do not change while capturing the images. Hence the differences between the sensor pixels' channel gains of the floor-tocamera links are simultaneously eliminated in Equation (5) (shown in Fig. 2c ).
C. RSS MEASUREMENTS
The signal layer g(y) is the convolution of the received OOK modulated signal and a window function. If the window width is longer than the pulse width, and the captured images are not overexposed, the convolution result is a triangle waveform. Particularly, when the window width equals the pulse width, the amplitude of the waveform reaches the highest [8] .
The EV formula is prescribed by ISO 2720:1947. 2 As the f-numbers are fixed in smartphones, we adjust the ISOs of the two images to maintain the same EV. To improve the SNR, we set the ISO of the shot exposure image to the maximum, the ISO of the long exposure image to the minimum, and calculate the duration of the long exposure image with the EV formula. We infer the RSSs from a set of judging points in the signal layer. For the high ISO, the short exposure image contains substantial noise. In STARLIT, the ideal signal layer g(y) is a triangle waveform, hence we can filter the noise with a multiple linear regression algorithm. First, we use the smooth noise-robust differentiators [34] algorithm on i short (y)/i long (y) to find all the crests and troughs. Second, we perform a linear regression between the adjacent crest and trough. Third, we reconstruct g(y) with the regression line, as illustrated in Fig. 2d . The amplitude of each crest (from trough line to crest) in g(y) is proportional to the sum of the RSSs measured by sensor pixels in the same row as the crest, denoted by RSS j , where j is the index of the crest.
IV. OPTICAL CHANNEL MODEL FOR SENSOR PIXELS
The virtual sensors are actually the receivers in the LED-tofloor link. We assume the RSS between the LED and each virtual sensor follows the Lambertian model. The location of each virtual sensor is determined by the smartphone's location and orientation.
A. CAMERA PROJECTION
The light rays incident on different sensor pixels are reflected from different spots on the floor. We need to find the coordinates of the reflective spots corresponding to each image pixel. To resolve the light propagation paths from the transmitter to the reflective spots, we want a mathematical model to describe how 2D pixel points backward project into 3D world coordinates. This model consists of a sequence of coordinate transformations, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . For convenience in computation, the final transformation is to 2 EV = log 2 N 2 t and N 2 t = LS K , where N is the f-number, t is the exposure duration, L is the average scene luminance, S is the ISO arithmetic speed, and K is the reflected-light meter calibration constant. First, we convert the image coordinates to the physical coordinates. Denote the physical size of an image pixel along the x s −axis and the y s −axis as dx s and dy s , respectively. Denote the principle point (image center) as O(x 0 , y 0 ). The conversion between the image and the physical coordinates is
Second, we convert the physical coordinates to the camera coordinates. The origin of the camera coordinates O c is the optical center (center of projection). The distance from O c to the origin of the physical coordinates O s is the focal length of the camera, denoted by f s . We use the pinhole camera model to approximate the imaging process, perspective projection, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . Derived via the similar triangles rule, we have where x 0 , y 0 , dx s , dy s and f s are the intrinsic parameters of the camera, which can be calibrated once for all. Third, the conversion between the world and the camera coordinate systems is a rigid transformation, i.e., transformed by a rotation matrix R and a translation vector t. Thus,
α, β and γ are the Euler angles (yaw, pitch, roll) of the smartphone, which can be read from the smartphone built-in orientation sensor. Denote the smartphone's location as P x p , y p , z p . P and O c are the same physical point, described in two different coordinate systems. As the surface of the floor is 2D, z w ≡ 0. We have 
Equation (6), (7) and (9) can be substituted into Equation (8) to recover the 3D reflective points from an image pixel.
B. OPTICAL CHANNEL MODEL
The transmitter is an LED spotlight, which is widely deployed in indoor environments. The radiant intensity of a spotlight is usually assumed to follow a Lambertian radiation pattern. The propagation path can be divided into two parts, LED-to-floor and floor-to-camera. In the LED-to-floor link, the receiver is the reflective spot on the floor. Denote the luminance emitted from the LED is L, which is controlled by the function s(t). The illuminance falling on the receiver is
where H (0) is the channel DC gain of the LED-to-floor link, and E is the illuminance from the non-flickering illuminations (such as sunlight). H (0) is modeled by [35] 
where d is the distance between the transmitter and the receiver, φ is the irradiance angle, and ψ is the incidence angle. A is the receiver area corresponding to one pixel in the image. m is the lambertian order and is related to the transmitter semiangle 1/2 (at half power), by m = −ln 2/ln (cos 1/2 ). The floor is usually a hybrid surface whose reflectance model includes both Lambertian and specular components.
The radiance of a reflective spot is not only affected by the illuminance, but also by the incidence angle. Because of the spatial distribution of the reflective spots, it is very difficult to determine the channel gains of the floor-to-camera links. Fortunately, the channel gains are components of the texture layer, which is eliminated when we separate the signal layer (Sec. III-B).
V. ESTIMATING 3D POSITION
Our positioning scheme requires that the camera receives optical signals reflected from a known location LED beacon. The intensity of the LED is temporally modulated to broadcast its identity. The smartphone map this identity to the beacon's world coordinates with a prestored identity, location pair. Afterwards, the smartphone estimates its position with the Lambertian model.
A. TRANSMISSION OF BEACON IDENTITY
The LED beacon broadcasts its identity by transmitting Manchester-encoded (as per IEEE 802.3) data in the transmission. To avoid humanly perceivable flicker in the lighting, the transmitter operates at frequencies above 200 Hz [8] . We use 4 bits to represent the identity of a beacon, and the beacon emits the coded signal repeatedly. To help the receiver detect the beginning of a symbol, we let the transmitter send a known preamble at the beginning as a splitter. The preamble is encoding of 0000 in Manchester code, but its frequency is 50% higher than the identity symbol's. 50% is an empirical coefficient which can help the receiver easily find the preambles in the signal layer.
The preamble is not only used for splitting, but also can be used for determining the sampling interval of the signal layer. As the exposure duration of the short exposure image equals the pulse duration in the data symbol, and is 50% longer than the pulse duration in the preamble, it is easy to find the preamble by detecting the amplitude (Sec. III-C), as illustrated in Fig. 5 . Let n p denotes the length of the preamble in the signal layer, and thus the sampling interval is 1.5 × n p /8. Two sampling points represent a data bit, and the first four bits represent the identity of the beacon. The rest symbols are reserved for future use, e.g., large-scale deployment.
B. POSITIONING ALGORITHM
Given the measured RSSs, the location of the LED, and the orientation of the smartphone, we can establish a series of equations. We get the position of the phone by solving the equation set. Let x l , y l , z l denotes the location of the LED. For simplicity, we assume the LED luminaire facing downward (it is usually the most common case of lights on the ceiling), we further have
where φ x,y is the irradiance angle to the reflective point corresponding to the center of the pixel (x, y), d x,y is the distance between the LED and the reflective point. Thus,
where x w and y w are the coordinates of the reflective point described in the world coordinate system. In case the receiver is the floor, we have φ = ψ. The LED spotlight with a flat illumination surface is an approximate Lambertian emitter, whose Lambertian order m = 1. Thus, the RSS of the reflective spot corresponding to pixel (x, y) is
where G is the receiver gain which is constant related to the luminance of the LED, the reflectance of the floor, and the sensor gain of the camera. A x,y is the area of the reflective spot, whose vertices are the backward projections of (x − 0.5, y − 0.5), (x − 0.5, y + 0.5), (x + 0.5, y + 0.5), and (x + 0.5, y − 0.5). The sums of the RSSs along row j are measured following Sec. III-C. Substituting Equation (12), (13) into Equation (14), we have
where j is the index of a crest in the signal layer g(y). For an image contains millions of pixels, usually more than ten RSS values can be sampled from the signal layer. Taking G as an unknown, the smartphone's location is denoted as P = x p , y p , z p , G . We turn the equation solving into an optimization problem:
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VI. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS A. LED BEACON
We use a slightly modified commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) LED spotlight (Fig. 6a) as the beacon. We cut the wire between the LED and the AC/DC converter, and intercept a switch circuit (Fig. 6b) which is controlled by an Arduino board (Fig. 6c) . The Arduino board encodes the identity of the beacon to ON-OFF symbols and sends the symbols to the switch circuit. Thus, the data waveforms are modulated onto the instantaneous power of the LED. For the convenience of implementation, the spotlight used in STARLIT has a round-shaped illumination surface, which is tend to be a Lambertian emitter, i.e., the Lambertian order m = 1. 
B. SMARTPHONE RECEIVER
On the receiver side, we build an iOS App to demodulate the optical signal, measure the RSSs and run the positioning algorithm. Before starting positioning, we set the exposure duration of the short exposure image equal to the pulse duration in the data waveform, and adjust the capture settings of the two images according to the EV formula. The App first separates the signal layer of the short exposure image and calculates the RSS measurements (Sec. III-C). Then, the App decodes the identity of the beacon from the data symbol, and maps the identity to the beacon's world coordinates (Sec. V-A). At last, it runs an optimization algorithm to compute the smartphone's 3D location.
C. COMPUTATIONAL LOAD AND LATENCY
Processing images with millions of pixels contains lots of computational works. To reduce latency, we employ the multithreading and asynchronous I/O in the processing. Among the procedures, some computations can be run in parallel, including capturing the images, summing up the intensities of pixels in each row, and separating the signal layer. The above steps take around 500ms on iPhone 7. Afterwards, the App detects the preambles in the signal layer, calculates the RSSs, decodes the beacon's identity and maps the identity to the coordinates. These steps are executed sequentially, and cost 44ms. Finally, the positioning algorithm takes around 330ms (10 RSS measurements on average) to give the optimization results. STARLIT shows an average positioning query response time of 0.87s.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We evaluate the realistic performance of STARLIT in our 72m 2 office room which has a tile floor. Our prototype works fine under three conditions: (i) the floor is flat and parallel to the ceiling, (ii) the floor is covered with the same material which has a constant reflectance, and (iii) the smartphone's gyroscope sensor is pre-calibrated. The LED beacon is installed on 3.2m ceiling. All computations are performed on the smartphone, with the self-contained STARLIT App. To obtain the ground truths of target locations, we prechoose some spots on the floor, which are exactly the intersections of tile seams on the floor. In this section, we first use field tests to evaluate STARLIT's overall performance, then conduct experiments to verify the stability factor.
A. REALISTIC POSITIONING PERFORMANCE
we verify STARLIT's realistic positioning performance in uncontrolled environment, an office room with furniture and working people in it. We walk across the aisles following a marked route, and then compare the location traces generated by STARLIT. Fig. 7a depicts the performance in the aisles of the office with background showing the floor-plan. STARLIT shows overall median and 80-th percentile accuracy of 23cm and 55cm, respectively, as illustrated in Fig. 7b . We particularly adjust the orientation of the phone in order to avoid occasional shadowing. The impact of the occlusions will be discussed in later section. STARLIT's positioning accuracy might be lower than some state-of-the-art VLP systems [22] , [23] , but STARLIT also aims at other desired properties such as reliability and deployment cost. 1) STARLIT is more resilient to the environment variations, e.g., furniture movement or walking people. 2) Since STARLIT uses unmodified smartphones as receivers, it is easy to be deployed in ''bring-your-owndevice'' environments. 3) STARLIT can work in a further light-to-camera distance without limitation to the camera's resolution.
B. ACCURACY GRANULARITY AT DIFFERENT DISTANCES
The positioning accuracies at different distances to the beacon are shown in Fig. 8a . We notice that the STARLIT's positioning precision degrades as the distance increases. STARLIT shows the median positioning errors of 18cm, 26cm, and 45cm at the distances of 3m, 6m, and 9m, respectively. To find out the internal reason for the precision variations with the distance, we measure the SNRs of the signal layer at different distances, as shown in Fig. 8b . We can see that the SNR reduces as the distance increases with a roughly linear relationship. We conclude that the SNR is an important factor that determines the positioning precision of STARLIT.
There are three ways to improve the SNR of the signal layer:
(i) Shorten the light-to-camera distance, which will limit the application scenarios. (ii) Increase the power of the LED beacon. But this may provide uncomfortable lighting for an indoor environment. (iii) Extend the exposure duration of the short exposure image. Images captured with low exposure durations will have low luminance and introduce more noise. But longer duration will result in lower symbol rate [8] .
C. IMPACT OF CAMERA ORIENTATION AND DEALING WITH OCCLUSIONS
STARLIT assumes that the user holds the smartphone with the back camera facing downward to capture the floor. While the smartphone being held naturally, the pitch and roll angles usually are not zero. We report in Fig. 9 the positioning accuracy under a varying orientation. We set 45 as the x-axis maximum, because when the angle is greater than 45 • , the floor may not fill the FoV of the camera. We can see that the orientation has nearly no impact on the performance of STARLIT. This is very different from the photodiode based approaches [19] , which assume the receivers are strictly facing upward. Occasionally, the LED is blocked by furniture or human bodies, causing shadows on the floor. In extreme circumstances, shadows are inevitably captured in the images. Therefore, we need to detect and eliminate the shadows first. If the shadows horizontally occupy the images, and the remain parts still have sufficient brightness, it will not affect the length of the signal layer, the RSS measurements, and the positioning accuracy. However, if the shadows vertically occupy the images, it might cause a preamble detection failure, or reduce the number of the RSS measurements. Fig. 10 shows an example of human body shadow vertically occupying the images. Although most part of the image is discarded, it still achieves a positioning accuracy of 79cm with the rest of the signal layer (in the red box).
D. IMPACT OF HUMAN MOTION
To evaluate the positioning accuracy while the subject is moving, we record the positioning error of attempts that the user stands still at the target spots, and then repeat the experiment with a user holding the phone while ''walking'' on the spot. The target spots are in the second aisle from the left, and marked by the intersections of tile seams. Fig. 11 shows that STARLIT can achieve 55cm accuracy 80% of the time if the phone is placed still. When held by a walking user, the median precision degrades severely to 78cm and 80% at 107cm.
Capturing images while walking may cause motion blur. It depends on the instantaneous moving speed of the phone and the exposure duration. In our experiments, the exposure duration of the short exposure image is 100µs. We set the ISO of the shot one to the maximum, the ISO of the long one to the minimum. On iPhone 7, the exposure duration of the long one is 9600µs calculated via the EV formula. If the user is walking at a normal speed (1 m/s), slightly blurring only happens in the long exposure image. Even so, it has serious effects upon the positioning accuracy. We believe the accuracy can be further improved by shortening the exposure duration of the long exposure image or holding the phone more steadily.
E. IMPACT OF AMBIENT LIGHT
Usually the LED beacon is not the only illuminant in the room, and the beacon together with other LED lamp, fluorescent lamp, and sunlight provide lighting simultaneously, as the field test venue shown in Fig. 12 . The LED lamp and sunlight can be classified into non-flickering illuminations, which raise the DC level of the signal layer but do not affect the amplitude. To check the impact of the non-flickering illumination on the positioning performance, we test STARLIT across different intensities of sunlight throughout a sunny day. The test results are illustrated in Fig. 13 . Although the sunlight affects the scene luminance of the image, it does not change the RSSs of the signal layer. As expected, the results prove that the non-flickering illuminations have no impact on the positioning performance.
However, some illuminants like fluorescent lamps, the rectifiers convert AC mains to DC while leaving a residual AC component on top of the DC, whose frequency is doubled from the 50/60Hz AC mains frequency to 100/120Hz [23] . In our filed test venue, sixteen fluorescent lamps are installed sparsely on the ceiling. Fortunately, the frequency of fluorescent lamp is much lower than the beacon's frequency (several KHz), which can be filtered out by a high pass filter. As illustrated in Fig. 14, short and long are captured under the beaconing LED and several fluorescent lamps, and g(y) is the filtered signal layer. 
VIII. DISCUSSION

A. FIXTURE FLEXIBILITY
STARLIT adopts a circular LED spotlight whose angular radiation pattern follows a Lambertian model. A radiation pattern describes the relative light strength in any direction from the light source. Theoretically, any shapes of light fixtures are applicable to be employed as transmitters, but their radiation patterns need to be modeled at first [36] . Alternatively, we can use the smartphone with a dual-camera to measure AoA instead of RSS to circumvent the Lambertian model, enabling positioning with lights of any shape. We plan it for future work.
B. CAPTURE SETTINGS
We empirically set the ISO of the short exposure image to the maximum to enhance the image luminance and improve the SNR of the signal layer. We set the ISO of the long exposure image to the minimum to reduce the image noise. Equation (5) holds only when the image noise n long (y) is small enough compared to i long (y). However, this results a long exposure duration of the long exposure image, which easily causes motion blur.
If the beaconing LED is not bright enough, leading to low SNR, we can extend the pulse duration and the exposure duration to enhance the image luminance. This brings an interesting trade-off: use longer exposure duration which works with dimmer LED and hence lower symbol rate, or higher symbol rate to get more virtual sensors.
Under different conditions, different capture settings may achieve higher positioning accuracy.
C. TOWARDS LARGE-SCALE DEPLOYMENT
In our microbenchmark experiments, we only deploy one LED beacon in the 7m × 10m room. In larger indoor spaces such as museums, shopping mall and airports, more LED beacons needs to be deployed for seamless coverage. To avoid conflict between beacons, a time division multiplexing modulation (TDM) scheme can be employed in the reserved part of symbols (Fig. 5) . Furthermore, deploying more LED beacons helps to eliminate the shadows on the floor.
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we explore the feasibility of using the smartphone camera as a virtual sensor array to build a robust indoor localization system. We design and implement STARLIT, a VLP system that utilizes the reflection light from a single LED to localize the smartphones. The experimental results show that it is possible to achieve sub-meter location error. Different from the existing camera base VLP approaches, STARLIT can work in a further light-to-camera distance without limitation to the camera's resolution. Owing to the massive deployment of LEDs, STARLIT holds the promise as a low cost, ubiquitous, and accurate indoor positioning system. 
